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Meeting Minutes 

 As a campus, we are creating interventions to help students both virtual and face to face to 
recover cycle grades and prepare students for any testing opportunities that we have this year. 

 Cycle 2 Grades are due. Report Cards will be sent home on Friday, December 11th. 
 During Cycle 2, students took part in a Thanksgiving Boot Camp to help prepare for STAAR or 

raise cycle grades. 
 Planning our December boot camp to improve any failing grades. This will take place Dec 21 and 

22.  
 We will be providing interventions to our special pops students and our tier 2 and tier 3 students 

throughout the rest of the year. 
 Sullivan and Horne are looking at the master schedule and planning to give the teachers more 

planning time in the spring. 
 Enrollment is under projection, we will have an update in terms of funding when we return from 

the break. 
 Instruction Reflection and Planning days for teachers will be happening the rest of the 

semesters. TDSs will be brought in for extra assistance if they are available. 
 A buddy teacher system is being planned for each tested area. This is someone that teaches the 

same content area that will be available to plan with, observe, get new idea, and bounce ideas 
off each other. 

 We must plan for HB3. This includes planning for CCMR, TSI, Level 1 certification, career 
counseling, FAFSA, scholarships, and ApplyTexas. 

 Working to hire an interventionist to help with core subjects and tested subjects. 



 We need to meet with virtual students and their parents that are struggling to see if face to face 
is a better option and if they feel comfortable returning to campus 

 We will be purchasing a laminator, poster maker, and other materials used to create visual aids 
for the classrooms. 

 We are planning summer trainings that will train our teachers on AVID strategies and resources. 
 The SDMC Committee must vote and approve our new mascot. 
 To find what mascot the students wanted, we created a way for teachers and staff to vote in 

google forms. 
 Panthers was chosen as the number one choice.  
 The SDMC committee has voted and approved Panthers as the school mascot. 
 The next step is to have the students and faculty design our new Panther logo. 
 Going forward, we must concentrate on getting students to “approaches” and “meets” for 

STAAR testing. 
 We need to empower are students to advocate for themselves. If an issue arises in class, 

students should be able to approach their teachers about it, before bringing it to the counseling 
department or admin team. 

 

Questions/Concerns 

 The purpose of the teacher planning day is to get ahead on planning before the spring 
semester. It is also a time to find new apps and instructional resources. 

 While teachers are planning, students will be working on any work or assignments that they 
need to make up. 

 Mrs. Miles: Other schools are having teachers and staff go on after school home visits for 
added support. 


